Supporting your child through their History GCSE
The History Exams:

How to revise?

OCR History A (Explaining the modern World)
Paper
1
2
3

Name
International Relations
and Germany
War and British Society

Length
1 hr 45
mins
1 hr

%
50

Personal Rule to
Restoration. With
castles

1hr 15
mins

25

25

Revision is vital for all students but it can lead to a great
deal of stress and anxiety as many pupils don’t always
know how to revise. Here are some different methods and
top tips to help…

Key Dates:
Monday 12th – Friday 16th November: Mock Exams
Friday 14th December: Mock Results Day
Thursday 7th February: Parents Evening
Easter Holidays: Easter revision school (TBC)
Monday 3rd June am: Paper 1 Exam

Year 11 homework this year will focus on retrieval practise
and practice questions…

Thursday 6th June pm: Paper 2 Exam
Tuesday 11th June pm: Paper 3 Exam
Exam Content
Paper 1

Paper 2

Paper 3

International Relations:
Treaty of Versailles, League of Nations,
Causes of WW2, Appeasement –
Interpretations, Origins of the Cold War,
Tension points of the cold War, cold war
interpretations & the World after the
Cold war
Germany:
The Weimar Republic, The Rise of Hitler,
Nazi Germany & The impact of WW2 and
denazification
The Medieval Period:
The Viking Raids, Norman Conquest,
Feudalism & Medieval Wars
Early Modern:
Elizabeth’s wars, English Civil Wars,
Anglo-Scottish Wars & Jacobite Wars
Modern:
Seven Years war, Revolutionary wars,
Wars of the Empire, Crimean War, Boer
War, WW1 & WW2 & conflicts since 1942
Personal Rule to Restoration:
Charles I & Parliament, Causes of the civil
war, settlement, execution,
commonwealth & the Restoration
Castles:
Functions & the development of castles.

Revision sessions:
History Revision sessions are every Wednesday after
school (3.20 – 4.20pm). Catch up session are every Friday
lunchtime.
The Revision programme can be found on the school
website http://www.perins.net/year-11-history-revisionprogramme/

Types of Questions
Paper
1:

5 mark questions: outline
These questions generally need 3 points. Pupils just need to describe or say what happened – give an
outline or a narrative account. Pupils should spend approx. 5 mins on these questions.
10 mark questions: Explain
These questions need 2 clear reasons to explain why something happened. Pupils should use the terms
of the question and the word ‘because’ to help them start. Pupils should spend approx. 10 mins on this
question.
25 mark questions: How far or do you think this is a fair comment? Interpretations
See interpretations checklist.
20 mark (plus 5 marks for spelling punctuation and grammar): Explain different views. Interpretations.
See interpretations checklist
Pupils should spend approx. 50 minutes on these 2 questions.
Source questions:
These questions will be worth 10 marks and will ask pupils to use 2 sources
However, it can appear in two formats…
1. Two separate questions each worth 5 marks e.g.
- Why was the source published
- How is it useful - FOCUS ON THE POSITIVES (INFERENCE) – NOT THE NEGATIVES
- How reliable
2. One comparison question worth 10 marks e.g.
- How similar are the sources
- How far do the sources agree
- Why do they disagree
- Is one more reliable/useful than the other

Paper
2:

4 mark questions: outline or describe
These questions generally need 2 points. Pupils just need to describe or say what happened – give an
outline or a narrative account. Pupils should spend approx. 5 mins on these questions.
8 mark questions: Explain
These questions need 2 clear reasons to explain why something happened, or the effects of something.
Pupils should use the terms of the question and the word ‘because’ to help them start. Pupils should
spend approx. 8 minutes on this question.
14 mark questions: How significant
These questions Will ask pupils to explain how significant or important something was. Remember
something can be significant because of its impact at the time, but might be more significant in the long
term. Events may affect some groups more than others.

Paper
3:

24 mark questions: Compare
This will be a big overview question. It will ask pupils to compare two different eras- Medieval and Early
Modern or Early Modern and Modern. It will give pupils a statement and ask them ‘how far you agree
with it’.
10 mark questions: Explain
These questions need 2 clear reasons to explain why something happened. Pupils should use the terms
of the question and the word ‘because’ to help them start. Pupils should spend approx. 10 minutes on
this question.
25 mark questions: using sources
This will be an EVIDENCE question. Pupils will have to evaluate three sources and use the evidence to
argue “How far” the sources support a particular view.

Useful Links:
https://moodle.perins.net/mod/folder/view.php?id=89311
http://www.johndclare.net/
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/examspecs/z2d4rdm

https://quizlet.com/200999937/appea
sement-the-interpretations-flashcards/
https://quizlet.com/139196193/interp
retations-of-the-origins-of-the-coldwar-flash-cards/

The two interpretations questions in the paper 1 exam mark up 50% of the entire paper. These are also the
most difficult so we would encourage pupils to practise these as much as they can. This checklist should help
pupils to break the question down and plan their answers:
Interpretations Checklist
In the exam, pupils will be asked two different questions:
1. ‘How fair’ or ‘how far do you agree’? This question will be worth 25 marks.
2. ‘Explain why not all Historians agree’. This would usually be worth 20 Marks with 5 spag.
It may seem like they are similar but you must approach the questions in different ways…

1. How Fair 25 Mark Questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Read and analyse the Interpretation – Who has written it? Do you know them? What is their view? When
was it written?
What does the source actually say – what interpretation does it match do any others agree with it/think it
is fair?
Knowledge – does the source support your knowledge of the time and support it being fair?
Do any interpretations disagree with it – say it is unfair, remember to say why they would think this.
A conclusion- Just in case you think you haven’t answered the question!

You should have written 3-4 paragraphs - Remember quality not quantity

2. Explain 20 Mark Question:

These questions are different (and easier!) because you are less focused on evaluation and more focused on
showing your knowledge of the different Interpretations.
•

Read the source - What is it? Who has written it? When was it written – what was happening at this time?

•

What historians/interpretations would agree with it and why?

•

What historian/interpretations would disagree with it and why?

Top answers will use comments like, ‘the interpretation partially agrees/disagrees etc’. You should aim to
include 3 paragraphs for this question, with a mini conclusion summing up your ideas.
Finally…
Thank you for your support.
The new GCSE’s have brought many changes so we want to make sure that the pupils have everything they need and are
fully prepared for the exams. If you have any further questions, please contact us…
Miss Lewis (Head of Department) lewis@perins.hants.sch.uk
Mr Jewell Jewell@perins.hants.sch.uk
Mr Rice Brice@perins.hants.sch.uk

